Embrace the night with
High Intensity LED Multi-Color Pool Lights
Swimming pools are a lifestyle and a reflection of your personality – especially at night.
You can create the right mood or ambience for entertaining, relaxing or romance with
RAINBOW RAYS® high intensity LED, multi-color pool lights.
Engineered from the latest in digital technology, the RAINBOW RAYS® light emitting diodes
(LEDs) produce an array of colors that can be specifically selected to fit the mood through
solid color, slowly transitioned patterns or a strobe-like Rainbow Flash display.
New
Technology
LED technology offers independent activation to each of the diodes in the lamp which multiplies the color opportunities
available in your pool. It’s as simple as flipping the light switch to vary the options and set the proper mood.
LED bulbs last up to 10 times longer than regular bulbs and have a life expectancy of 50,000 hours. LED bulbs use only
30 watts of energy and have no moving parts to break down.
Color Combinations – You Control the Mood
Rainbow Solid Color Select
Rainbow Transition		
Rainbow Blue/Green		
Rainbow Flash		
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All Colors in Transition
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LED Light Systems for New Pools
Make your new pool the focal point of your backyard by setting the proper mood. Our two-light system will create
subtle full coverage in most larger pools. For small pools, a one-light system, placed at the end of the pool, will create
a graduated color sensation that will enhance those evening swims. Either system will increase night swimming safety
while creating the right visual atmosphere.
Retrofit your existing AQUA/LAMP® pool lights with
If your pool already has a regular AQUA/LAMP® 12 volt system with a white light bulb, then adding color is as simple as
changing the bulb to the new RAINBOW RAYS® LED bulb. The RAINBOW RAYS® bulb fits into your existing AQUA/LAMP®
system.
Low Voltage System Adds Safety
RAINBOW RAYS® LED lighting systems have been engineered with pool safety in mind. This low voltage (12V) system
with a built in ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) meets both Canadian and United States electrical standards.
Provide Convenience with a Remote Control
Change the look and the mood of your swimming pool from your
favorite lounge chair or even from inside the house by adding an
AQUA/LAMP® Remote Control to your RAINBOW RAYS® system.
With a simple click of the remote controller you can turn the pool
lights on/off and change the available color combinations. On
the RAINBOW RAYS® system, every on /off
sequence changes the color mode. The
AQUA/LAMP® remote will also work with
existing AQUA/LAMP® pool lights.
Eco Friendly
Lighting
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